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Bethe ansatz solution of a closed spin 1 XXZ Heisenberg
chain with quantum algebra symmetry
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A quantum algebra invariant integrable closed spin 1 chain is introduced and ana-
lyzed in detail. The Bethe ansatz equations as well as the energy eigenvalues of the
model are obtained. The highest weight property of the Bethe vectors with respect
to Uq(sl(2)) is proved. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0022-2488~98!01512-6#
I. INTRODUCTION
The quantum inverse scattering method ~QISM! has proved to be a powerful procedure in the
analysis of one-dimensional integrable quantum chains or two-dimensional lattice models of sta-
tistical mechanics ~e.g., see Ref. 1!. Central to this formalism is the Yang–Baxter equation whose
solutions are sufficient to guarantee integrability of the associated model. The advent of quantum
algebras2,3 provided a systematic treatment for obtaining solutions of the Yang–Baxter equation.
However, the most common approach to the QISM, which was to impose periodic boundary
conditions, was quickly realized to be incompatible with the quantum algebra symmetry of the
model. Several authors were able to overcome this problem by working with a model on an open
chain.4–8 This practice made the Bethe ansatz solutions of such models more difficult and in some
instances only postulated solutions are available.9
More recently, it has been demonstrated that it is in fact possible to construct closed chain
models with preservation of quantum algebra symmetry.10–13 Significantly, the Uq(sl(2)) invari-
ant closed spin 12 XXZ model was shown to be connected with a lattice quantization of the
Liouville model.14 The algebraic Bethe ansatz solutions of such models showed that the closed
chain quantum algebra invariant case was not fraught with the same difficulties that were faced in
the instances of open chains. The existence of such symmetry makes available results such as the
highest weight property of the Bethe states for the fundamental representation of Uq(sl(n)), and
furthermore a characterization of ‘‘good’’ and ‘‘bad’’ states in terms of q-dimensions when q
takes values of roots of unity.15 Initially, just quantum algebra invariant closed chains of the
Hecke algebra type were analyzed. It was subsequently shown16 that a more general formulation
existed.
Here we wish to expand on the knowledge of closed chain quantum algebra invariant models
by undertaking a detailed study of the Uq(sl(2)) invariant spin 1 model. Integrable spin 1 models
built from a Uq(sl(2)) invariant R-matrix have already been the subject of some analysis.17,18 Our
study of the closed chain Uq(sl(2)) invariant spin 1 model exposes new mathematical aspects not
present in the previously studied models;10–12 viz. the model is not of Hecke algebra type and it is
an example of a higher spin system where the most natural approach to the Bethe ansatz solution
is to use a transfer matrix defined on an auxiliary space different from the local quantum space.
We then find the eigenvalues of the transfer matrix whose auxiliary space is isomorphic to the
local quantum space following the method of Babujian and Tsvelick.19 The need to use two
transfer matrices defined on different auxiliary spaces means working with more than one solution
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of the Yang–Baxter equation. Throughout we will follow the notation of19,20 in distinguishing the
spaces on which the various operators act. Specifically, we use the symbol s to denote action on
the spin 12 space and s for action on the spin 1 space.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we define some basic quantities, e.g., R matrices,
monodromy, and transfer matrices. A quantum algebra invariant closed spin-1 chain is introduced
and its relation with one of the transfer matrices is presented. In Sec. III the system is analyzed
through a combination of the techniques developed to handle with quantum algebra invariant
closed chains10 and higher-spin chains18 and the Bethe ansatz equations as well as the energy
eigenvalues of the model are obtained. In Sec. IV we show that the Bethe vectors are highest
weight vectors with respect to Uq(sl(2)). We also argue that use of the Uq(sl(2)) generators
allows use to generate a complete set of states for the model. A summary of our main results is
presented in Sec. V.
II. THE MODEL
We begin by recalling the R-matrix for the spin-12 chain
~1!
with
ssa5xq2
1
xq , ssb5x2
1
x
, ssc15xS q2 1q D , ssc251x S q2 1q D , ~2!
which acts in the tensor product of two two-dimensional auxiliary spaces C2 ^ C2. Above a1 , a2
(b1 and b2) are column ~row! indices running from 1 to 2.
For the spin-1 chain the R-matrix is given by21,22
5
1
ssg 1
ssg 0 0 u 0 0 0 u 0 0 0
0 ssa 0 u ssc2 0 0 u 0 0 0
0 0 ssb u 0 ssd2 0 u sse2 0 0
— — — — — — — — —
0 ssc1 0 u ssa 0 0 u 0 0 0
0 0 ssd1 u 0 ss f 0 u ssd2 0 0
0 0 0 u 0 0 ssa u 0 ssc2 0
— — — — — — — — —
0 0 sse1 u 0 ssd1 0 u ssb 0 0
0 0 0 u 0 0 ssc1 u 0 ssa 0
0 0 0 u 0 0 0 u 0 0 ssg
2 , ~3!
where
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ssg5xq22
1
xq2 , ssa5x2
1
x
, ssb5S x2 1x D S x
22q2
x2q221 D ,
ssc25
1
x ss
c , ssc15x ssc , ssc ,5S q22 1q2D , ss f 5ssa1sse ,
~4!
ssd25
1
x ss
d , ssd15x ssd , ssd5S xqx2q221 D S x2 1x D S q22 1q2D ,
sse25
1
x2 ss
e , sse15x
2
sse , sse5S xqx2q221 D S q2 1q D S q22 1q2D ,
and it acts in C3 ^ C3, with C3 a three-dimensional auxiliary space.
For later convenience we also introduce an R-matrix which acts on C2 ^ C3 ~Ref. 22!
~5!
where
ssa5xq3/22
1
xq3/2 , ssb5xq
1/22
1
xq1/2 , ssc5
x
q1/22
q1/2
x
, ssd25
1
x ss
d ,
~6!
ssd15x ssd , ssd5AS q2 1q D S q22 1q2D .
These R-matrices satisfy the following properties:
~i! Yang–Baxter equations
Ra8b8
a9b9~x/y !Rag8
a8g9~x !Rbg
b8g8~y !5Rb8g8
b9g9~y !Ra8g
a9g8~x !Rab
a8b8~x/y !. ~7!
~ii! Generalized Cherednik reflection property23
Ra8b8
ab
~x !~R21!gd
a8b8~y21!5Ra8b8
ab
~y !~R21!gd
a8b8~x21!. ~8!
~iii! Crossing unitarity24
~Rt1!a8b8
ab
~xh!Ka9
a8~~R21! t1!g 8d
a9b8~x !~K21!g
g85dg
add
b
, ~9!
where t1 denotes matrix transposition in the first space, h is a crossing parameter and K5Kt is the
crossing matrix. Explicit forms for K are given below. We remark that Eq. ~8! is the natural
generalization of Cherednik’s reflection property to the case where the R-matrix acts on two
nonisomorphic spaces.
Let us now introduce the ‘‘doubled’’ monodromy matrix ssU
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~10!
which acts in the tensor product of a three-dimensional auxiliary space and a quantum space C3
^ C3L and can be regarded as a 333 matrix of matrices acting in the quantum space
ssU kl ~x !5S ssU 11 ssU 21 ssU 31ssU 12 ssU 22 ssU 32
ssU 13 ssU 23 ssU 33
D . ~11!
Above the constant ssR-matrix is defined as
~12!
For later convenience we also define the auxiliary doubled monodromy matrix
~13!
where ssR2 corresponds to the leading term in the limit of the matrix ssR21(x) for x!0,
analogously to ssR2 @see Eq. ~12!#. It acts on C2 ^ C3L and can be represented as a 232 matrix in
the auxiliary space whose entries are matrices acting in the quantum space
ssUab~x !5S A BC D D . ~14!
Using Eqs. ~7! and ~8! we can prove that the following Yang–Baxter equations are fulfilled:
ssRa8b8
ab
~y /x ! ssUg8
b8~x ! ssR2d8a
a8g8
ssUdd8~y !
5ssUa8
a
~y ! ssR1d8b8
a8b
ssUg8
b8~x ! ss~R21!dg
d8g8~x/y !, ~15!
ssRa8i8
ai
~y /x ! ssU j8
i8~x ! ssR2b8 j
a8 j8
ssUbb8~y !5ssUa8
a
~y ! ssR1b8i8
a8i
ssU j8
i8~x ! ss~R21!b j
b8 j8~x/y !,
~16!
ssRa8i8
ai
~y /x ! ssU j8
i8~x ! ssR2b8 j
a8 j8
ssUbb8~y !5ssUa8
a
~y ! ssR1b8i8
a8i
ssU j8
i8~x ! ss~R21!b j
b8 j8~x/y !.
~17!
Above we have defined ~for R-matrices acting on any two spaces!
R15 lim
x!`
R~x !.
For later use we also define
R25 lim
x!0
R~x !.
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Equation ~16! is depicted graphically below. Similar graphical representations apply for Eqs.
~15! and ~17! but will not be presented.
Finally, the spin-1 transfer matrix is constructed by taking the spin-1 Markov trace of the
monodromy matrix ~10! in the auxiliary space
~18!
where
sK5S q2 1
q22
D . ~19!
By using Eqs. ~9! and ~17! it can be shown that this transfer matrix forms a commuting family,
i.e., it commutes for different spectral parameters. A quantum algebra invariant spin-1 XXZ Hamil-
tonian with closed boundary conditions will be obtained later from it. However, in order to
diagonalize it, the usual algebraic Bethe ansatz scheme which applies to monodromy matrices
whose auxiliary space is the fundamental representation cannot be adopted. As in other higher-
spin chains18,20,25–27 this problem can be solved by introducing an auxiliary spin- 12 transfer matrix
ssT which commutes with the spin-1 transfer matrix ssT. This spin- 12 auxiliary transfer matrix is
constructed using the auxiliary ssR(x) ~5! and doubled monodromy ssU(x) ~13! matrices and is
given by
~20!
with
sK5S q q21D . ~21!
Using Eqs. ~9! and ~16! we can also show that the above transfer matrices commute
@ssT~x !,ssT~y !#50. ~22!
Therefore, we can simultaneously diagonalize ssT and ssT which will be presented in the next
section.
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A quantum algebra invariant closed spin-1 Hamiltonian can be defined through
H5ssT 8~x ! ssT21~x !ux51 , ~23!
where the prime indicates differentiation with respect to the variable x. This yields ~see Ref. 16 for
details about this general construction!
H5 (
n51
L21
hn1h0 , ~24!
where
hn}Jn .Jn112~Jn .Jn11!21
~q2q21!2
2 @Jn
z Jn11
z 1~Jn
z !21~Jn11
z !22~Jn
z Jn11
z !2#
2~q1/22q21/2!2@~Jn
xJn11
x 1Jn
yJn11
y !Jn
z Jn11
z 1Jn
z Jn11
z ~Jn
xJn11
x 1Jn
yJn11
y !# , ~25!
and Jn are spin-1 generators of sl(2). The boundary term h0 is given by
~26!
with
ssRˆ n$b%
6$g%51b1
g1 ^ 1b2
g2 ^fl^ ssR6bn11bn
gngn11 ^fl1bL
gL
, n51,2,...,L21. ~27!
In Eq. ~24! L is the number of lattice sites. The operators H, hn and Rˆ n
6 (n51,2,...,L21) act on
the ‘‘quantum space’’ C3L ~for simplicity, we omit the quantum space indices and write them only
whenever necessary!. The model is periodic in the sense that the operator G21 maps hn into hn21
G21hnG5hn21 , n52,...L21, ~28!
and h1 into h0
G21h1G5GhL21G21. ~29!
The quantum algebra invariance of such a construction is discussed in Ref. 16.
III. BETHE ANSATZ METHOD
In this section we solve the eigenvalue problem of the transfer matrix
ssTC5~q2 ssU111ssU221q22 ssU33!C5ssLC , ~30!
@and consequently that of the Hamiltonian ~24!# through a combination of the techniques devel-
oped to handle with quantum group invariant closed chains10 and higher-spin chains.18 First, from
the fact that Eq. ~22! is satisfied, ssT and ssT have a common set of eigenvectors, which can be
determined by applying the algebraic Bethe ansatz method to ssT ~20!. Following Babujian,20 the
vector C can be written as
C5B~x1!B~x2!flB~xM !F , ~31!
where F is the reference state defined by the equation
CF50,
whose solution is F5 ^ i51
L u1& i . It is an eigenstate of A and D
A~x !F5q3L/2F ,
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D~x !F5q2L/2 ss
c~1/x !L
ssa~1/x !L
F . ~32!
Next we apply A(x) and D(x) to C ~31!, push them through all the B8s using the following
commutation rules derived from the Yang–Baxter relation ~15!:
A~x !B~y !5
1
q
ssa~x/y !
ssb~x/y !
B~y !A~x !2
1
q
ssc2~x/y !
ssb~x/y !
B~x !A~y !2
q21/q
q B~x !D~y !,
D~x !B~y !5q ss
a~y /x !
ssb~y /x !
B~y !D~x !2q ss
c2~y /x !
ssb~y /x !
B~x !D~y !, ~33!
and apply them to the reference state F using Eq. ~32!. From the first terms of the r.h.s. of Eq. ~32!
we get the ‘‘wanted’’ contributions, while the other terms originate the ‘‘unwanted’’ terms, since
they can never give a vector proportional to C
A~x !C5q3L/22M)
i51
M
ssa~x/xi!
ssb~x/xi!
C1u.t.,
D~x !C5q2L/21M ss
c~1/x !L
ssa~1/x !L )i51
M
ssa~xi /x !
ssb~xi /x !
C1u.t. ~34!
The cancellation of all unwanted terms ensure that C, as given by ~31! is an eigenstate of the
transfer matrix ssT(x) ~20! and this indeed happens if the Bethe ansatz equations ~BAE! hold
q2~11L2M !S ssa~1/xk!
ssc~1/xk!
D L)
i51
M
ssa~xk /xi!
ssb~xk /xi!
ssb~xi /xk!
ssa~xi /xk!
521, k51,...,M . ~35!
Note that these equations are much simpler than those obtained for the quantum group invariant
spin-1 chain with open boundary conditions ~see Ref. 18!. Also in the limit q!1 we recover the
BAE for the usual periodic case.20
Let us now find the eigenvalues of ssT(x) by acting with this transfer matrix on C ~31!,
according to ~30!. For this purpose we need the commutation relations between ssU11(x), ssU22(x),
ssU33(x), and ssU21(y) and their action on the reference state F. Rewriting the Yang–Baxter equa-
tion ~16! we can find the following relations:
ssUa8
a
~y ! ssR1bi8
a8i
ssU ji8~x !5ssRa8i8
ai
~y /x ! ssU j8
i8~x ! ssR2b8 j9
a8 j8
ssUb9
b8~y ! ssRb j
b9 j9~x/y !, ~36!
which yield the commutation rules
ssU11~x !B~y !5
1
q2
ssa~x/y !
ssc~x/y !
B~y ! ssU11~x !2
1
q
ssd2~x/y !
ssc~x/y ! ss
U21~x !A~y !
2
1
q AS 12 1q2D S q22 1q2D S ssU21~x !D~y !1 ssd2~x/y !ssc~x/y ! ssU31~x !C~y ! D ,
ssU22~x !B~y !5
ssa~y /x ! ssa~x/y !
ssb~y /x ! ssb~x/y !
B~y ! ssU22~x !2
ssd2~y /x !
ssb~y /x ! ss
U21~x !D~y !
2
ssd2~x/y !
ssb~x/y !
S 1q ssU32~x !A~y !1q ssd2~y /x !ssb~y /x ! ssU31~x !C~y ! D
2AS 12 1q2D S q22 1q2D ssU32~x !D~y !,
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ssU33~x !B~y !5q2
ssa~y /x !
ssc~y /x !
B~y ! ssU33~x !2q2
ssd2~y /x !
ssc~y /x ! ss
U32~x !D~y !. ~37!
We also observe that
ssU11~x !F5F , ssU22~x !F5q22L ssa~1/x !LF , ssU33~x !F5q24L ssb~1/x !LF . ~38!
Then applying the transfer matrix ssT on the vector C ~31! and using Eqs. ~36! and ~38! we get the
eigenvalues of ssT
ssL~x !5q222M)
i51
M
ssa~x/xi!
ssc~x/xi!
1q22L ssa~1/x !L)
i51
M
ssa~x/xi! ssa~xi /x !
ssb~x/xi! ssb~xi /x !
1q2~M22L21 ! ssb~1/x !L)
i51
M
ssa~xi /x !
ssc~xi /x !
. ~39!
We have obtained ~39! by taking into account only the first terms on the r.h.s. of Eq. ~36!. All
other terms generate unwanted contributions and the condition of their equality to zero yields the
BAE ~35!. A simpler way to recover the BAE from ~39! is by demanding that the eigenvalue
ssL(x) ~39! has no poles at x5q61/2xi , since ssT is an analytic function in x. Finally, we obtain
the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian ~24! from ~23! and ~39!
E5(
i51
M
22~q22q22!
~xi
21q21/22xiq1/2!~xi
21q3/22xiq23/2!
. ~40!
In the rational limit q!1, this expression reduces to that obtained by Babujian20 for the usual
periodic case ~with appropriate rescaling!.
IV. HIGHEST WEIGHT PROPERTY
In this section we show that the Bethe vectors are highest weight vectors with respect to
Uq(sl(2)). We begin by writing
ssR15S q1/2h 0q21/2~q2q21!e q21/2hD ,
ssR25S q21/2h 2q1/2~q2q21! f0 q1/2h D , ~41!
where h, e, f are the sl(2) generators in the spin-1 representation. Next, defining the constant
auxiliary monodromy matrix as
ssUa2b5 lim
x!0
ssUab~x !5~ssR2!a8 j8
b j
~ssR1!ai
a8 j8
, ~42!
we have from ~41!
C25q21/2~q2q21!q21/2he . ~43!
The Bethe vectors ~31! are highest weight vectors if
C2C50. ~44!
This can be proven by observing that from the Yang–Baxter algebra ~15! we can obtain the
following relation:
C2B~x !5B~x !C21~12q22!~A~x !D22D2D~x !!, ~45!
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which, using the fact that C2F50, allows us to write
C2C5(
i51
M
Y iWiF ~46!
where
Wi5B~x1!B~x2!flB~xi21!B~xi11!flB~xM !. ~47!
The Y i can be computed using Eqs. ~32! and ~33! which yield
Y i5~12q22!q3/2L ssa~1/xi!L)jÞi
M
q21 ss
a~xi /x j!
ssb~xi /x j!
2~12q22!q2L/2 ssc~1/xi!L)jÞi
M
q ss
a~x j /xi!
ssb~x j /xi!
.
~48!
Because of the BAE ~35!, each of the coefficients Y i vanishes which implies
C2C50.
It immediately follows that each of the Bethe states are highest weight states. By using the
Uq(sl(2)) lowering operator f we obtain additional states which will also be eigenstates of the
transfer matrix because of the quantum symmetry of the model.
For generic values of the deformation parameter q it is well known that the dimensions and
weight spectrum of the finite dimensional irreducible representations of Uq(sl(2)) are in 1-1
correspondence with those of sl(2). Since it is known26,28 in the q51 case that the Bethe states
combined with the sl(2) symmetry give a complete set of states for the model, it should be
possible to prove, using methods developed in Ref. 29, that this is also true for the model
described above.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have solved a quantum algebra invariant integrable closed spin-1 chain by an algebraic
Bethe ansatz approach. Particularly eigenstates of the model were constructed and their energy
eigenvalues evaluated. A proof of the highest weight property of the Bethe vectors with respect to
Uq(sl(2)) was also presented. A natural extension of this work would be to generalize the results
of the spin-1 chain to corresponding chains of arbitrary spin s.
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